SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
PERFORMING ARTS

Donor Bench Opportunities
1. OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE BENCHES
2. PREBYS STAGE LOGGIA EAST BENCH
3. PREBYS STAGE LOGGIA WEST BENCH
4. AMENITIES TERRACE BENCH
PREBYS STAGE | OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE BENCHES

7 BENCH NAMING OPPORTUNITIES AT PREBYS STAGE

DONOR NAME SANDBLAST ETCHED INTO CONCRETE BENCH

BENCH WIDTH: 2'-0"
BENCH LENGTH: 7'-11"
BENCH HEIGHT: 1'-6"
LETTERING HEIGHT: 0'-3"
BENCH WIDTH: 3'-0"
BENCH LENGTH: 22'-0"
BENCH HEIGHT: 1'-6"
LETTERING HEIGHT: 0'-2 3/4"
BENCH WIDTH: 3'-0"
BENCH LENGTH: 22'-0"
BENCH HEIGHT: 1'-6"
LETTERING HEIGHT: 0'-2 3/4"
BENCH WIDTH: 2'-11"
BENCH LENGTH: 31'-0"
BENCH HEIGHT: 1'-6"
LETTERING HEIGHT: 0'-3"

BENCH WITH BRONZE
DONOR NAME